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Duo Bottasso & Simone Sims Longo

IL CIELO DI PIETRA
LIVE CINEMA SHOW

Il Cielo di Pietra is a live cinema performance in tribute to the seventh art: music and images

meet and react to each other in an immersive and multidisciplinary show. The visual materials,

from the archive of the Eye Film Museum in Amsterdam, were chosen from works by George

Melies, Segundo de Chomon and J.C. Mol. In homage to these pioneers of cinematic experimen-

tation of the early twentieth century, videos are processed according to contemporary aes-

thetics through animation and visual processing. Thanks to the most modern multimedia tech-

nologies, the original music - performed live as in the first cinemas - influences and interacts

with the projected fragments: sometimes the video fragments are projected starting from the

played notes, other times the songs accompany a succession of images. The result is an audio-

visual performance that manages to get the audience excited and involved, as happened on

the occasion of the first film screening of the Lumiere Brothers when, according to legend,

some spectators escaped from the room afraid of being overwhelmed by the train arriving on

the screen. 

Il Cielo di Pietra is inspired by the homonymous Cosmicomics of Italo Calvino (also known as

"The Other Eurydice") and retraces the stages of the reckless journey of Eurydice who, attract-

ed by the song of Orpheus, would have left the center of the Earth to get lost in the chaotic

and teeming world of the Earth's crust. With a choice as courageous as it is winning, the artists

do not provide precise narrative indications and leave the search for their interpretation to the

imagination of the public: the result is a show that deals with issues such as freedom of choice,



the relationship between woman and man, the delicate balance between introversion and ex-

troversion and the innate desire that constantly leads us to search for new worlds.

That was when the trap was sprung: beyond the mouth of the crater the air vibrated in a

continuous manner, or rather in a continuous manner that contained several discontinuous

ways of vibrating. It was a sound that filled out, then faded, then increased in volume again,

and in these modulations it followed an invisible pattern that stretched out in time like a suc-

cession of full and empty intervals. Other vibrations were superimposed on these, which were

sharp and well separated from one another, but they blended into a drone that sounded now

sweet, now bitter. As they countered or accompanied the course of the deeper sound, they

created a kind of sonorous circle or field or domain. My immediate instinct was to escape from

that circle, and return to the padded denseness: and I slid inside the crater. But in the same

instant Rdix had run up the precipice towards where the sound came from and, before I could

hold her back, had gone beyond the mouth of the crater.          IL CIELO DI PIETRA – ITALO CALVINO

Nicolo' Bottasso ! violin, trumpet, live electronics

Simone Bottasso ! diatonic accordion, flute, live electronics

Simone Sims Longo ! electronics, live visual

EYE FILMmuseum ! footage visuals

COSENUDE MEDIA PROJECTS ! storyline

ALICE GALLOUIN ! video animation



BIO

Duo Bottasso & Simone Sims Longo

IL CIELO DI PIETRA
LIVE CINEMA SHOW

Curious brothers musicians: in a nutshell, this is how the Duo Bottasso is defined. 

Curious because they are open to different artistic expressions and ready to question their

points of view. Their curiosity is manifested in the multidisciplinarity with which they range

from dance to theater, from circus to soundtracks, passing through site-specific performances

and audiovisual shows. All while maintaining a contemporary aesthetic through original

compositions, improvisation, timbre research and electronic experimentation. 

Brothers because they grew up together in life and in music. Brotherhood that allows them to

carry on this Duo for twenty years as a main project. Simone lives in Rotterdam and Nicolò in

Turin: distance from obstacles becomes a strength, giving them an international vision that

leads to enterprising and unusual choices. Their audience is mainly divided between Italy, The

Netherlands, Belgium, France, Switzerland and Germany. Always independent in the work of

communication and production, the solid shared vision allows them to face the difficulties of

young genre-less artists of the 21st century. Raised in Boves in the province of Cuneo, they

keep the heritage of traditional local music in their sound. 

Virtuous and delicate musicians, they master their instruments with ease thanks to a solid

training. In their sound sweet popular melodies, elaborate rhythms and a courageous timbre

research meet with balance. They actively contribute to the numerous projects in which they

are involved, thanks to their flexibility and team-working skills. In 2021, to cope with the

impossibility of meeting and performing live, they conceived and created the digital review "of

Visi e d'Istanti". 

Duo Bottasso collaborates and have collaborated with Simone Sims Longo, Stefano Risso,

Maria Mazzotta, Elena Ledda, Romain Bly, Matthias Loibner, Riccardo Tesi, Gaurav Mazumdar,

Elsa Martin, Gigi Biolcati, Birgit Bornauw, Reza Mirjalali, Pietro Numico, Oscar Antolì, Xu

Fengxa, Bo Wiget, Luca Curcio, Gilson Silveira, Gianluigi Carlone, Davide Ambrogio, Mauro

Palmas, The Newton Family, Cristophe Franco-Rogelio, Sankara. 



The Duo has performed at MACRO - Museum of Contemporary Art Rome, Rudolstadt Festival,

ChamoisIC, Alpentoene Internationales Musikfestival, Chemnitz Opera Theater, Cinema

Massimo di Torino, Printemps des Arts de MonteCarlo, Festival de Alturas de Lima. 

Simone Sims Longo is a composer and performer of electronic music. His sound activity

ranges from composition for electronics alone and with visual interaction, sound design and

music applied to images. He worked at ZKM in Karlsruhe, Soluxion Lab in Berlin and ACROE in

Grenoble. 

As a composer he is interested in the creation and manipulation of sound in the digital domain

and focuses, in particular, on the exploration of the stamp through different techniques: syn-

thesis for physical models, granular synthesis, FM synthesis, signal processing and deconstruc-

tion of concrete sounds. In his works he often uses a multilevel iteration of samples, investiga-

ting the asynchronous and polyrhythmic variations of sound textures. 

There are numerous live-sets dedicated to dancefloor between techno, experimentation and

the most advanced part of club music. He has performed his compositions in several festivals

and institutes including: Spektrum art science community in Berlin, ZKM in Karlsruhe, EAST2015

festival at Le Magasin in Grenoble, RE-SOUND festival in Padua, MAtera INtermedia festival,

Niu espai art stic in Barcelona and AU Bioskop in Vienna. Graduated in electroacoustic compo-

sition with musical creation and multi-sensory interactive technologies at the Conservatory

"G.F.Ghedini" in Cuneo.


